















































Sophia University ( Jo¯chi Daigaku) was the sole Catholic male institution of higher 
education in prewar Japan.  Founded in 1913 by the Society of Jesus, it was of 
considerably later provenance than comparable Protestant institutions.  Despite this 
late start, it managed to secure, formally at least, a place within the leading ranks of 
Christian schools.  By 1912, fifteen Christian-affiliated schools of various sorts had 
received accreditation from the Ministry of Education under the Specialized School 
Ordinance of 1903.  Sophia was only the third to obtain as well permission to call 
itself a university (daigaku ), the others being Do¯shisha and Rikkyo¯.  In 1928 it again 
followed the lead of Do¯shisha and Rikkyo¯ in gaining elevation to full university status 
under the provisions of the University Ordinance of 1918 (Kwansei Gakuin would be 
elevated in 1932, making a total of four Christian-affiliated institutions out of twenty-
five private universities overall).
Sophia’s founders faced many of the challenges experienced by Protestant schools 
in the prewar period.  At a time when interaction between Catholic and Protestant 
groups was limited, however (and possessing a keen sense of rivalry with their 
Protestant peers), the Sophia Jesuits tended to seek their own ways of coping with the 
issues they encountered.  Aiming to correct what they saw as the prevalence in Japan 
of mistaken forms of Christianity, they initially envisioned their undertaking as 
centering on an institute of philosophical studies that would convey a Catholic 
intellectual outlook.  Nevertheless, arriving a decade after the government had made 
clear its intent to keep proselytization and religious activities out of accredited schools, 
Sophia’s founders took care to show themselves ready to adhere to that policy.  On 
more than one occasion they would go out of their way to assert that Sophia was not a 
“mission school.”
The secularist social atmosphere of the teens and twenties presented a different but 
equal challenge.  The program in philosophy and German literature attracted only a 
few students; the main draw (as was true also at Protestant schools) was the program in 
commerce, which was intended originally as an adjunct to the core program in 
philosophy and in which the Jesuits themselves had relatively little direct involvement. 
Ultimately what Sophia became best known for, and what distinguished it from other 
private universities, including the Protestant schools, was its strong German 
orientation and the intensive training it provided in German language.
Although the Sophia Jesuits negotiated smoothly the government’s demand that 
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Christianity not be propagated in the classroom, trouble lurked in their resistance–in 
line with Catholic church policy–to the state’s increasing promotion of showing 
reverence at shrines (jinja sanpai ) and related ceremonial forms.  This trouble came to 
a head in the 1932 Yasukuni incident, which came close to being a fatal blow to the 
university.  In the incident’s aftermath, and accompanied by the church’s shift to an 
interpretation of jinja sanpai as civic ceremonial rather than religious rite, the Sophia 
administration adhered closely to the state’s emphasis on such ceremonial and 
inculcating “national spirit.”
Yet together with this accommodation to the trends of the time, the Sophia Jesuits 
also found ways to stake out more fully than previously a distinctive imprint on 
Japanese culture and society.  Innovations dating from this time such as the auxiliary 
program in journalism, the Western-language academic journal on Japan Monumenta 
Nipponica, the Kirishitan Bunka Kenkyu¯jo, and a nascent overseas study program 
would be important legacies to Sophia’s postwar development.
